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Abstract: Lightweight design is a common approach to reduce energy demand in the use stage of
vehicles. The production of lightweight materials is usually associated with an increase in energy
demand, so the environmental impacts of lightweight structures need to be assessed holistically
using a life cycle assessment. To estimate the life cycle environmental impacts of a product in its
developmental stage, for example, by life cycle engineering, future changes in relevant influencing
factors must be considered. Prospective life cycle assessment provides methods for integrating future
scenarios into life cycle assessment studies. However, approaches for integrating prospective life
cycle assessment into product development are limited. The objective of this work is to provide
the methodological foundation for integrating future scenarios of relevant influencing factors in the
development of lightweight structures. The applicability of the novel methodology is demonstrated
by a case study of a structural component in a steel, aluminium, and hybrid design. The results
show that appropriate decarbonisation measures can reduce the life cycle greenhouse gas emissions
by up to 95 percent until 2050. We also found that shifts in the environmentally optimal design are
possible in future scenarios. Therefore, the methodology and data provided contribute to improved
decision-making in product development.

Keywords: life cycle engineering; life cycle assessment; lightweight design; prospective LCA; future-
oriented LCA; energy system; material production; sustainable production

1. Introduction

The Paris Climate Agreement and resulting policy initiatives, such as the European
Climate Change Act, demand significant reductions in greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
in all sectors [1]. The transport sector and industrial processes account for a significant
share of energy demand and GHG emissions in Europe [2]. Therefore, the incorporation
of environmental impacts, with a specific emphasis on mitigating the effects of climate
change, holds significance in the development of future vehicles [3]. The implementation
of lightweight design strategies is a common approach to reduce energy demand and
associated GHG emissions during the use stage of a vehicle [4]. The mass-induced reduction
in energy demand is, depending on the drivetrain type, quantified by the fuel or energy
reduction value (FRV or ERV) [5]. According to the FRV and ERV values provided by
Delogu et al. [6] and Del Pero et al. [7], through a weight reduction of 100 kg, the energy
demand can be reduced by up to 0.4 L/100 km for vehicles with internal combustion
engines (ICEV) and 1.17 kWh/100 km for battery electric vehicles (BEV), depending mainly
on the driving profile and the vehicle class. However, the values for both powertrain
types can vary depending on assumptions regarding driving cycle, vehicle class and
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powertrain downsizing [8]. In addition to an increase in energy efficiency, lightweight
design offers further potential advantages in BEVs by achieving the same driving and range
characteristics but with smaller motors, brakes, and batteries (secondary mass effects) [5,9].
Implementing lightweight design strategies, such as using less of the same material or
the substitution of one material with another lightweight material, also often results in
increased material efficiency [10]. However, the material production and the further
manufacturing of lightweight components are usually associated with increased energy
demand and GHG emissions [11]. In the case of lightweight aluminium alloys, this is
primarily related to the electrolysis process for converting aluminium oxide into pure
aluminium, which requires high amounts of electrical energy and causes direct GHG
emissions [12,13]. Carbon fibre-reinforced plastics (CFRP) demand significant amounts
of thermal and electrical energy during the conversion process of the precursor material
into carbon fibres [14–16]. Furthermore, the production of the precursor as well as the
production of the CFRP matrix polymers are associated with increased energy demands
and GHG emissions [16–18]. The life cycle assessment (LCA) methodology offers the
possibility to identify those shifts between life cycle stages by holistically recording and
evaluating environmental impacts, taking into account all life cycle stages [19]. According
to ISO 14040 [20], conducting an LCA involves the four steps of goal and scope definition,
life cycle inventory (LCI), life cycle impact assessment (LCIA) and interpretation. The
goal and scope definition includes the specification of the foreground and background
systems [11]. According to Herrmann et al. [11], the foreground system comprises data on
processes, material and energy flows that are directly related to the production, the use
and recycling of the product. The background system includes data on the provision of
energy and materials, the utilisation behaviour and spatial boundary conditions. Based on
LCA, life cycle engineering (LCE) encompasses the integration of life cycle thinking into
the product development process and is defined by Hauschild et al. [21] as “sustainable-
oriented product development activities within the scope of one to several product life
cycles”. A central aspect of LCE is to support decision-making in the product development
process, for example, by comparing different design options with LCA.

LCE methods are established in the vehicle development process to reduce envi-
ronmental impacts [22]. As part of the development process, technical, economic and
environmental requirements are broken down from the overall vehicle to the component
level and serve as the basis for its development [23]. Technical development then takes
place at the component level and in turn affects the environmental impact of the overall
vehicle. Lightweight structural components are of particular interest, as the body structure
contributes a significant proportion of a vehicle’s environmental impact and the described
burden shifting between life cycle stages often occur [24]. These effects, along with the
various parameters that influence the environmental impact of a component, complicate
the decision-making process between design alternatives [23]. In this study, the term pa-
rameter covers all variables in the foreground and background systems of a product which
affect the LCA result. There are numerous studies on retrospective LCA of lightweight
structural components and on the integration of LCA in the development process with LCE
methods [22]. Frequently, different material variants used in car bodies such as steel, alu-
minium, and fibre-reinforced plastics are compared based on their environmental impacts
on the component [25–28] or full vehicle level [29–31]. A general framework for the LCE of
lightweight components according to the LCA guideline ISO 14040 [20] is introduced by
Herrmann et al. [11].

The results of conventional LCA used in LCE methods, however, can at best only
represent a current picture of the environmental impacts. As they are often based on past
datasets, they even have a retrospective character [32]. However, from the development
phase of an automotive component, to its use and end-of-life stage, there is a period of up
to 20 years [33]. During this time, key parameters influencing the LCA, such as manufac-
turing technologies in the foreground [34,35] as well as energy supply [36] and material
production [37–45] in the background system, are likely to change. Thus, the integration
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of conventional LCAs into the product development process does not represent actual or
future environmental impacts of the product over its life cycle after the market launch.
As a result, wrong decisions can be made, for example, in the material selection. It is not
only the environmental impact of the final product, but also the contribution of influencing
factors, such as energy and material supply, that can be incorrectly estimated over time if
their changes are not taken into account. This, in turn, can lead to wrong decisions in the
development of sustainability strategies and in the prioritisation of measures to reduce the
environmental impact of products.

A potential approach to address this hurdle is future-oriented LCA, for which various
terms are used in the literature, as analysed in detail by Buyle et al. [46]. This paper uses
the term prospective LCA (pLCA), which is widely used in the literature and defined by
Arvidsson et al. [32] as “studies of emerging technologies in early stages of development,
when there are still opportunities to use environmental guidelines for major changes”.
However, the application of pLCA is not limited to assessing the environmental impacts
of emerging technologies. It can also be used for the environmental assessment of tech-
nology development, technological learning and the technology diffusion of more mature
technologies in foreground and background systems [46]. According to Mendoza Beltran
et al. [47], there are other use cases for pLCA besides technologies, such as public policy,
production systems and consumption systems. The overarching objective of pLCA involves
the evaluation of conceivable future environmental impacts of a system while considering
changes in the foreground and background systems [32,46]. The use of scenarios is an
effective approach to identify and quantify these changes [48]. Therefore, Pesonen et al. [48]
as well as Fukushima and Hirao [49] have introduced frameworks for the use of scenarios
in LCAs. According to Fukushima and Hirao [49], the so-called scenario development
consists of two steps, the scenario generation and the scenario evaluation. In the first step,
different future scenarios for the investigated system are generated by the use of techniques
such as forecasting and backcasting. The scenarios generated can influence both the LCI, for
example, by adjusting input and output flows, and the LCIA, for example, by changing the
LCIA model for the calculation of a certain impact category. Scenario generation is followed
by scenario evaluation, in which the generated scenarios are quantified and assessed. Based
on a comprehensive literature review, Thonemann et al. [50] mention comparability, data
availability, data quality, scaling and uncertainty as key challenges in pLCAs, which arise
in particular in the context of scenario generation when identifying and quantifying future
scenarios. Therefore, several papers such as those from Arvidsson et al. [32] and Thone-
mann et al. [50] propose tools and methods to support scenario generation for pLCA. These
include, among others, idealised model calculations, learning curves and participatory
methods [50].

Integrating pLCA in LCE for lightweight components can lead to a higher confidence
in decisions by considering potential future changes in relevant parameters. Initial prospec-
tive studies on the lightweight component level such as Dér et al. [44] and Hermansson
et al. [41] integrate potential future changes in influencing parameters, but focus on indi-
vidual selected parameters. In the work by Dér et al. [44], elements of pLCA are used to
evaluate future potentials of fibre-reinforced plastic components for vehicle applications
in comparison to metallic alternatives. While future scenarios for electricity supply and
individual production parameters (e.g., material utilisation) are considered, parameters
such as material production are not taken into account, although it has a significant in-
fluence on the LCA of vehicle components [27]. In the study by Hermansson et al. [41],
scenarios for the manufacturing of carbon fibres that are subsequently used in an automo-
tive component are considered, but scenarios for parameters such as matrix production
and component manufacture are not taken into account. At the overall vehicle level, there
are also initial approaches to conduct pLCA studies. Morimoto et al. [51] estimate poten-
tial reductions in vehicle GHG emissions over the life cycle through the introduction of
aluminium and magnesium lightweight materials. Future GWP scenarios of aluminium
and magnesium are considered depending on the use of renewable energy sources and
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secondary materials [51]. However, future developments of other influencing factors, such
as production technologies, are not considered. Koroma et al. [52] also investigate GWP
reduction potentials for future BEVs based on pLCA, taking into account potential changes
in energy supply and steel production. Technological innovations, such as hydrogen-based
steel production, are also taken into account [52]. However, no future scenarios of further
processing steps and no further lightweight materials are considered.

Against this background, the objective of this study is to develop the methodological
foundation for carrying out a pLCA of lightweight structures, taking into account future
scenarios for all systematically determined and relevant parameters. The novel method-
ological foundation is intended to extend previous approaches to pLCA of lightweight
structures, which is necessary to enable LCA practitioners to identify the relevant influ-
encing factors in pLCA, to take their future changes into account and to integrate the
pLCA findings into the product development. Furthermore, it can contribute to improved
decision-making in the LCE procedure. The focus here is on a methodology that can also be
used in an industrial environment, so its practical applicability is demonstrated by means
of a case study. The case study also aims to generate and quantify future scenarios for
LCA influencing parameters of lightweight structures, providing a direction for future
developments of these components.

A detailed introduction of the developed methodology for the integration of pLCA into
the component development and LCE procedure is given in Section 2. In Section 3, a case
study of a vehicle structural component in the form of a frontal crash management system
(CMS) in a steel (reference), an aluminium, and a hybrid design made of steel and CFRP is
described. The application of the methodology based on the case study and the description
of the results is given in Section 4. Scenarios in energy supply, material production, and
available manufacturing technologies are exploratively determined and the quantified
pLCA results as well as their implications are integrated into the LCE procedure of the
vehicle structure. In this context, the methodology and its individual steps are validated
and tested for their practical suitability. In Section 5, the final results and conclusions are
summarised and discussed.

2. Materials and Methods

Based on the existing methods for LCE ([11,22,23]), pLCA ([32,46,47,50]) and the
integration of scenarios in pLCAs ([48,49]), Figure 1 shows the developed methodology for
carrying out the pLCA of lightweight components, taking into account future scenarios of
systematically identified parameters and their integration in the LCE procedure.

It comprises three major steps, the first of which is to perform an initial LCA (I) for
the product under study with a retrospective character according to ISO 14040 [20]. Based
on a goal and scope definition, life cycle inventory (LCI) data of the products’ foreground
and background systems are determined, and their environmental impacts are calculated
within the life cycle impact assessment (LCIA). The initial LCA is intended to provide a
current picture of the environmental impacts of the object of study and an understanding
of its contributing components. In the key factor analysis (I-a), the main influencing
parameters are identified based on interpretation and visualisation of the initial LCA
results. The identified key parameters can belong to both the foreground (e.g., energy
demand of a manufacturing process) and the background systems (e.g., electricity mix).
Depending on the goal and scope definition, as well as the application perspective of the
pLCA, all identified key factors of the entire life cycle (cradle-to-grave), those of the own
value creation (gate-to-gate) or those of the upstream value chain (cradle-to-gate) can be
considered for the further steps.
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Figure 1. Methodological foundation for integrating prospective LCA in the LCE of lightweight
structures comprising three steps.

In the second step, scenario development (II), the pLCA is conducted. Therefore,
future scenarios for the key factors from (I-a) are evolved and analysed, which, according
to Fukushima and Hirao [49], include scenario generation (II-a) and scenario evaluation
(II-b). In the scenario generation, potential future scenarios are identified separately for
the relevant key factors of the foreground and background systems. The separation of the
scenarios for foreground and background systems offers the advantage that scenarios of
the background system can also be efficiently transferred to other foreground systems, e.g.,
another product. The background system future datasets of existing databases such as
ecoinvent [53] or GaBi [54] can be used for some parameters [47]. In addition, a literature
review can be used to collect data on future developments of the key factors. Since
the foreground system typically involves organisation-specific processes and data, own
scenarios usually have to be developed for it, for example, by workshops with technology
experts. The same applies to the scenarios of emerging technologies. For this, as well as
for the scenario generation of all other key factors for which no scenarios are available in
the literature, the methods described in Arvidsson et al. [32] and Thonemann et al. [50]
are suitable. Subsequently, the key factor scenarios for the foreground and background
systems are combined to plausible scenarios for the overall system. To conduct the scenario
evaluation, it is necessary to generate LCI databases for both foreground and background
systems. The plausible overall scenarios are subsequently evaluated and analysed in
accordance with the LCA procedure specified in ISO 14040 [20].

The third and final step of the method, the implications for product development
(III), includes the analysis of the performed retrospective and prospective LCAs through
interpretations and visualisations. The results can be used, e.g., for design or strategic
decisions in product development. It is important to mention that the presented method-
ology is not a one-time procedure, but rather an iterative one with interactions between
the individual steps, as the analysis of different future scenarios for the product system
can lead to innovative ideas, which in turn change the original product model and re-
quire recalculation.

3. Case Study

The proposed methodology is applied to the functional unit of a frontal CMS in
three different material designs. Based on a steel reference, lightweight designs were
developed using aluminium as an established lightweight material [27] and a hybrid
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material combining steel and CFRP to form a fibre-metal laminate (FML). The latter are
already used in aerospace applications and show considerable lightweight potential due to
load-adapted thickness properties [55]. Based on the steel reference, the aluminium and
hybrid variants were designed using finite element simulations of common load cases to
ensure that they have equivalent mechanical properties in terms of maximum intrusion
and energy absorption. Figure 2 shows an exemplary front CMS consisting of the four
main components, beam, crash boxes (2×), backplates (2×) and towing system (left) [27],
as well as the masses of the three material variants resulting from the simulations (right).
The figure further displays the material inventory per final part for the three designs. The
steel design is made from different steel sheets (cold- and hot-rolled steel). The aluminium
version is produced based on aluminium extrusion profiles. The hybrid design is based
on the steel design, reducing the weight of the beam by substituting a steel sheet with a
steel-CFRP FML.
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For the hybrid variant, only the beam is designed in a steel-CFRP FML. The other
components correspond to those of the steel reference, so the CFRP content is 5 wt.%. The
hybrid beam consists of a layered structure of two steel cover layers with a thickness of
0.5 mm each and three layers of CFRP placed in between, consisting of high tenacity (HT)
carbon fibres (61 wt.%) and an epoxy resin matrix (39 wt.%). Compared to the beam of the
steel version, this results in a weight saving of 26.5%.

The scope of the case study is the life cycle of the CMS from raw material extraction
through manufacturing and use until the end-of-life stage. As the manufacturing and
processing technologies of the different material variants differ, the process routes of the
production stage are also different, as shown in Figure 3.

For the steel variant, the raw material extraction is followed by the production of
the steel coil, which is the input material for the component production. The steel can be
produced via iron ore extraction and a blast furnace route or via a scrap-based electric
arc furnace route. The steel coils are subsequently cut to the required size and formed.
Apart from the beam, which is hot-formed for the steel variant, all other components are
cold-formed. Finally, the individual parts are joined by welding and subjected to cathodic
dip painting for corrosion protection. The parts of the aluminium variant are manufactured
by extrusion, starting from bauxite mining and aluminium production. The extruded
components are then formed, milled, subjected to heat treatment, and finally joined by
welding. In the hybrid variant, apart from the beam, the components are manufactured
according to the steel variant. Regarding the production of the hybrid beam, a distinction
between the production of the steel and the CFRP layers is necessary. After the steel sheet
has been cut, it is subjected to a surface treatment by means of laser structuring in order
to improve the adhesion properties to the CFRP [57]. In the manufacturing process of the
CFRP layers, the first step is the raw material production of epoxy resin and carbon fibres.
For the carbon fibres, the most common manufacturing route based on polyacrylonitrile
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(PAN) [16] is considered. After polymerisation of PAN and spinning into PAN fibres,
these are processed into C-fibres by stabilisation, carbonisation and a surface treatment.
In particular, the heat treatment steps of stabilisation and carbonisation are associated
with high energy demands and GHG emissions due to the high temperatures and long
process times [16]. During stabilisation and especially carbonisation, chemical conversion
processes lead to material degradation of the PAN precursor of 50% and more, which in
turn releases various emissions, some of which have to be post-combusted and filtered [14].
The carbon fibre production is followed by the fibre fabric and CFRP prepreg production,
in which the fabric is embedded in the matrix material. The steel blank and CFRP layers are
subsequently stacked and formed into the final shape by a combined forming and curing
process under the influence of pressure and temperature in a hydraulic press [57]. While
the other CMS components are welded, the hybrid beam is joined by a bonding process.
After joining, the hybrid CMS is coated by cathodic dip painting.
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Figure 3. Manufacturing routes of the three CMS design alternatives.

For the use stage of the CMS, installation in a BEV with a mileage (mile) of 200,000 km
is assumed. The energy demand (ED) of the design alternatives is calculated based on
Reimer et al. [3,58] as well as Eberle and Franze [58] by multiplying the CMS masses in kg
(mCMS) and the ERV of 0.44 kWh/(100 km × 100 kg) [59] by the reciprocal of the charging
efficiency (ηcharge) of 90%. The chosen ERV does not consider secondary mass effects and
represents a midclass BEV and the Worldwide harmonised Light vehicles Test Procedure
(WLTP) driving cycle.

ED =
mCMS × ERV × mile

ηcharge
(1)

For the end-of-life stage, a cut-off approach is chosen so that no credits are calculated
for the recycling of materials. Since an equivalent shredding process with comparable
GWP can be assumed for all three material variants, this process step is not considered
in the study. Both the manufacturing and vehicle usage were assumed to take place in
Europe. Based on the data basis described in detail in the next chapter, the GWP with a
time horizon of 100 years (GWP100) is calculated in ecoinvent using the LCIA method of
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the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) from 2013 (assessment report 5). Herein,
the abbreviation GWP always refers to GWP100.

4. Results

Using the method explained in Section 2, future scenarios for the identified key
parameters are integrated into the LCE procedure of the three design alternatives of a
CMS using pLCA. This chapter is thus divided into the three steps of the method, from
conducting the initial LCA (I) to the implications for product development (III).

4.1. Initial LCA (I)

The goal of the initial LCA is to obtain the environmental impacts of the three CMS
alternatives under current conditions. Current LCI data from the foreground and the back-
ground systems serve as a basis. The foreground data include, among others, information
on energy and material requirements of production processes, while the background data
include, among others, information on energy supply (e.g., energy sources, electricity mix)
and material production. The scope of the study is defined according to the description
in the previous section. For the LCI of the steel variant, datasets for hot-rolled, finished
cold-rolled and hot-dip galvanised sheet steel from the World Steel Association [60] are
used. For the calculation of the aluminium variant, data for aluminium ingots produced
in Europe from European Aluminium [61] is used. The further steps of the process routes
described in Figure 3 for the steel and the aluminium variant are calculated using primary
industry data. The manufacturing process of PAN fibres is based on the information in
Das [62] and a dataset in the GaBi database. For the further energy-intensive processing
into C-fibres, generated LCI datasets are used on the basis of the specified material and the
energy flows mentioned in Hohmann [14], Meng et al. [63], Das [62] and Arnold et al. [15].
The evaluation of the environmental impact of the epoxy resin matrix is based on the data
provided in Bachmann et al. [64]. The GWP for the fibre fabric production is calculated
using data from Stiller [65] and that for prepreg production and cutting using data from
Suzuki and Takahashi [66], Witik et al. [67] and Nothdurft [68]. The laser structuring
of the steel surfaces is based on laboratory measurements, which revealed an electrical
energy demand of 6.1 MJ/m2. Laboratory measurements were also used to determine
the energy demand of the combined forming and curing process used to produce the
fibre-metal laminate beam for the hybrid design. In this case, an energy demand of about
1.8 MJ per component was determined. The joining processes and cathodic dip painting
were determined using primary industry data. In the case of cathodic dip painting, the
paint is neglected due to the unavailability of data. Since the energy demand is the main
influencing parameter for climate change [69], it can be assumed that the resulting error
by excluding this data for the painting process is negligible. For the energy supply in the
form of electric power and thermal energy from natural gas datasets, the European average
values from ecoinvent are used. For compressed air, the ecoinvent dataset for the global
average is used.

Figure 4 shows the results of the initial LCA for the three CMS design alternatives
divided into the production stage (left) and the use stage of a BEV over a lifetime of
200,000 km (right). The production stage is divided into the production of the input
materials (primary aluminium ingots, steel coils and CFRP) and the production of the
final component (e.g., casting, forming, joining or coating). For the use stage, a linear
increase in emissions is shown in order to highlight possible break-even points between
the different designs. In this context, break-even points describe the distance after which
higher emissions in the production phase can be offset by lower emissions in the use stage
due to reduced component weight.
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Figure 4. Results of the initial LCA for the production and use stage of the three CMS design
alternatives, showing favourable designs in each life cycle stage and possible break-even points.

The results of the initial LCA show that, at current conditions, the steel variant has the
lowest GWP in the production stage (25 kg CO2 eq.), followed by the hybrid (28 kg CO2 eq.)
and the aluminium variant (31 kg CO2 eq.). Differences between the different designs in
the production stage are mainly due to the higher emissions in the production of primary
aluminium and CFRP compared to the steel reference. The component production itself has
a smaller impact. The reduced masses of the aluminium and the hybrid design result in a
lower energy demand and thus lower GWP in the use stage compared to the steel reference.
Considering the manufacturing and use stage after 200,000 km, the lowest GWP value
is 43 kg CO2 eq. for the aluminium variant, followed by 49 kg CO2 eq. for the steel and
50 kg CO2 eq. for the hybrid design. Against the background of the considered European
electricity grid mix (0.32 kg CO2 eq./kWh [36]), the more GHG-intensive manufacturing
of the aluminium design compared to the steel reference is thus equalised after about
101,000 km. A comparison of the hybrid design with the steel reference shows that the
weight reduction in the hybrid design is not sufficient to offset the higher GHG emissions
of the production within the considered use stage of 200,000 km. The break-even point
between the aluminium and hybrid design is around 50,000 km.

Key Factor Analysis (I-a)

As part of the initial LCA, the key factors in the foreground and background systems
are identified through a contribution analysis of the LCA results. A cradle-to-grave break-
down of the emissions in Figure 5 shows that for all three material variants, a significant
proportion of the life cycle GWP is attributable to the production of the respective materials
and the emissions from the use stage as part of the background system.

For the steel and aluminium variants, steel and aluminium production can thus be
identified as key factors. In the case of the hybrid variant, the production of the epoxy resin
as matrix material and that of the carbon fibre are added to the steel production as key
factors. Since about 36% of the GWP of the carbon fibre production is due to the precursor
production, this is also a key factor for the pLCA. The use stage also has a significant
influence on the total GWP, with 28% (aluminium) to 49% (steel). Since BEVs do not directly
emit GHG emissions, the GWP in the use stage correlates with the GHG emissions from
electricity production. The electricity mix used and its GHG intensity is thus another key
factor within the background system. For the background system, the GHG intensity of the
energy supply and the material production are thus shown to be decisive factors for the
decarbonisation of all material variants investigated.
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Figure 5. Key factor analysis for the background system based on a cradle-to-grave perspective
showing the relative contribution of each key factor. Identified key factors for the background system
are the material production and the electricity grid mix for the use stage.

A gate-to-gate breakdown of the emissions is shown in Figure 6 to display the relative
contribution of influence factors in the foreground system. For each design alternative, the
relative contribution of emissions to the foreground system is presented by a production
process and emission sources. The breakdown by production process shows that casting,
extrusion and forming are the main influencing factors for the aluminium variant (Figure 6).
For the steel variant, more than 90% of the GWP is attributable to the forming, coating, and
welding processes, which are thus identified as key factors. Within the forming process,
the press hardening process of the beam is of particular importance. Regarding the hybrid
variant, the prepreg production and cutting process is a major influencing factor in the
foreground system. In addition, the combined forming and curing as well as the coating
process can be identified as key factors. The breakdown by emission source shows that
more than 95% of the GHG emissions for all three material variants can be attributed to
direct emissions from heat-treatment processes and indirect emissions from the use of
electricity. In addition to the key factor of the electricity grid mix in the background system,
the electricity and thermal energy demands of the relevant process steps must therefore
be considered in the following scenario development. The combined consideration of
foreground and background systems reveals that, in addition to material production, the
energy demand of individual production processes and GHG intensity of the energy supply
in particular are essential leverages for reducing the life cycle GHG of the components.
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4.2. Scenario Development (II)

Based on the identified key factors in the foreground and background systems, future
projections are derived for each factor as part of the scenario generation. For the background
key factors, available future scenarios for the background database, ecoinvent, and the
literature research serve as the main sources of information. For the foreground key factors,
the literature and discussions with process experts are used to generate the projections.
The assumptions and associated references underlying the projections are described in
Section 4.2.1 for all identified key factors. A tabular summary of these is provided in
Appendix A, divided into the foreground (Table A1) and background (Table A2) systems.

4.2.1. Scenario Generation (II-a)

Electricity is one of the main energy forms used in the production processes and the
only energy form in the use stage of this study. Therefore, the GHG intensity of the used
electricity dataset has a significant influence on the results. Mendoza Beltran et al. [47] have
introduced an approach to change background processes in the ecoinvent database [53] of
LCA studies to perform pLCA studies by implementing scenarios of integrated assessment
models (IAMs). Based on the work by Mendoza Beltran et al. [47], Sacchi et al. [70] have
developed a Python-tool premise that allows the streamlined integration of different IAM
scenarios into the LCI database, ecoinvent. By doing this, electricity markets are changed
according to the selected scenarios. To consider future changes in the electricity grid mix
of the production and use stages of the analysed CMS, the background system is changed
using the premise according to the “SSP2-RCP 2.6” scenario from the integrated model to
assess the global environment (IMAGE) for the years 2020, 2030, 2040 and 2050 [36]. The
resulting emission intensity for the European electricity grid mix is shown in Figure 7. An
important finding is that the scenarios may result in negative greenhouse gas emissions for
electricity markets due to the application of carbon capture and storage (CCS) technologies
to biomass electricity [70]. The adaptation of the ecoinvent database with premise is
generally not limited to electricity markets. However, for material production such as
aluminium, steel or CFRP, premise does not consider new technologies such as hydrogen-
based steel production, that have a significant impact on the materials’ GHG emissions.
Therefore, future projections for these factors are analysed separately.
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Figure 7. Emission intensity of the electricity grid mix for production and use stage—future projec-
tions until 2050 for electricity grid mix in Europe based on premise scenario “SSP2-RCP 2.6”.

Since 1995, the GHG intensity of global steel production has remained at a constant
level of around 2.5 kg CO2 eq./kg steel showing that efficiency improvements in the
steel production are not sufficient to achieve a reasonable GHG intensity reduction [38].
However, in recent years, major steel-producing companies have published ambitious
decarbonisation targets, developed roadmaps for the technical transformation of their
steel-making facilities, and started investing in new technologies, such as steel-making
based on green hydrogen via the direct reduction and electric arc furnace route (DRI-
EAF) and carbon capture and utilisation technologies (CCU) [71]. Together with increased
material efficiency and the increasing share of secondary steel in the global production,
the introduction of CCU and hydrogen-based steel production can lead to significant
emission reductions from the global steel sector as shown by the International Energy
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Agency (IEA) in their sustainable development scenario [37]. Although the IEA scenario
provides a good overview of the possible reductions, it does not contain detailed data on
future emissions from steel production at a regional level. The Net-Zero Steel (NZS) project
has developed regionalised pathways with detailed available data for the introduction
of low emission technologies worldwide to achieve a substantial decarbonisation of the
global steel industry [38]. The NZS model on which the pathways are based assumes
that existing production capacity will be replaced by different clean steel production
technologies, depending on geographic feasibility and regional political situations. In
their medium scenario, the authors project that by 2050, the production of scrap-based
steel in EAF would reach 46% of global production [38]. Furthermore, 29% of all steel is
produced with hydrogen-based DRI-EAF and 17% of the global production capacities use
CCS [38]. The resulting emission factors for steel produced in Europe have been used in
this study as a projection for the steel used in the CMS. However, the data only represent
the production of crude steel and do not include any finishing processes such as rolling
or coating. The mining of iron ores and indirect emissions from external energy are also
not part of the data. Therefore, the NZS data were adapted as follows: The mining of
iron ore was added as a constant value based on Wang et al. [72]. As the NZS project
provides details on the consumption of coal, natural gas and electricity for each region
and year, these consumption data were added to the LCA model and connected to the
background system. The remaining gap between the most current World Steel data for hot-
and cold-forming [60] was considered by further adding a constant “finishing factor”. The
resulting emission factors for steel are exemplarily shown for finished cold-rolled steel in
Figure 8.
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The GHG emissions from the production of primary aluminium are significantly
influenced by the energy supply and therefore vary significantly by the region of production
and the local energy mix [13,74]. The average GWP of primary aluminium produced in
Europe (6.7 kg CO2 eq./kg [61]) is 2.4 times lower than the global average (16.1 kg CO2
eq./kg [75]). This is mainly due to the high influence of the electricity mix used for the
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electrolysis process. In Europe, the GHG intensity of primary aluminium production has
been reduced by 55% from 1990 until 2015 [39]. Further advances are possible through
technologies that are currently under development, such as the usage of inert anodes
that reduce direct emissions from the electrolysis process [76]. Possible future pathways
for the decarbonisation of the primary aluminium production have been analysed by
the International Aluminium Institute (IAI) and the European Aluminium Association
(EA) [39,40]. The main measures to reduce GHG emissions analysed in these publications
are the decarbonisation of the electricity used in the process and the introduction of new
technologies, such as the electrolysis with inert anodes that reduces direct emissions from
electrolysis, or the usage of carbon capture and usage or storage (CCUS) technologies [39,40].
For the future projections of the key factor primary aluminium production, the most
optimistic EA scenario was used due to the best regional consistency with the study. The
EA scenario considers a decrease in indirect emissions from electricity supply and the
introduction of technologies that reduce direct emissions from the smelting process as a
basis. The scenario assumes that 23% of the European production of primary aluminium
will avoid direct GHG emissions through inert anodes or CCUS [39]. Since the EA scenario
does not consider any changes in the bauxite mining and alumina production, global IAI
data from the IAI 1.5 ◦C scenario for these life cycle stages have been used in this study [75].
The latest available values from EA were used as a starting value for base year 2020. The
resulting emission factors for primary aluminium ingot are shown in Figure 8.

The GWP of the matrix material production for CFRP depends first of all on the
polymer material used and its characteristics [17], whereby this work is limited to epoxy
resins. For epoxy matrix materials, which are composed of the resin and a curing agent, the
GWP values given in the literature vary significantly. In Deng’s work [18], a value between
4.7 and 8.1 kg CO2 eq./kg epoxy is mentioned, whereas in the study by Hohmann [43],
a value between 6 and 14 kg CO2 eq./kg epoxy is given. As a baseline value for 2020, a
value of 8.1 is assumed in this study, which is based on the industrial data from Plastics
Europe [64]. According to Hohmann [73], there is potential for reducing the GWP of the
epoxy matrix by using renewable energy sources for thermal and electrical energy as well
as power-to-x technologies (PtX) in the production process. In addition, GHG emissions
can be reduced by using biobased raw materials. Combining both approaches results in a
reduction potential of about 78% compared to the baseline value of the petroleum-based
epoxy resin [73]. In the scenario considered for epoxy matrix in this paper, it is assumed
that this potential will be fully exploited by 2050. Since the necessary infrastructure must
still be built and the technologies used are not yet ready for the market, it is assumed that
this potential will not be increasingly exploited until 2030.

In contrast to steel and aluminium, for which LCI data are partly broken down by
individual process steps and provided by associations such as World Steel, the availability
of data for carbon fibre production is limited [16]. Since aggregated GWP values, if any,
are provided in the literature, an investigation of the contributions of individual process
steps, as well as the generation of future scenarios, is associated with higher uncertainties.
According to Hohmann [43], who refers to various studies such as those by Moretti [77],
Arnold [42] and Reno [78], there is potential for reducing GHG emissions in PAN precursor
production through the biobased production of the acrylonitrile (ACN) monomer, which
is conventionally made from petroleum and contributes to about 80% of the emissions in
PAN precursor production. By using production routes via bio-naphtha, bio-methanol
and e-methanol, it is possible to reduce the GWP of ACN by more than 30% [43]. If green
energy sources for thermal and electrical energy as well as PtX technologies are used in
these manufacturing routes, the climate impact per kilogram ACN can be reduced by 75 to
80% compared to the conventional petroleum-based ACN [43]. In the best case scenario, the
additional use of CCU technologies in the production route via e-methanol makes it possible
to produce ACN and carbon fibres with negative GWP [73]. In this study, it is assumed
that this potential can be fully exploited by 2050 and that 100% of the used precursor will
be produced with negative GWP in 2050. Between 2020 and 2050, it is assumed that there
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will be a gradual transition from 100% petroleum-based production with current energy
supply to the bio-naphtha, bio-methanol, and e-methanol routes, with increasingly green
energy supply. In addition to the optimisation of PAN precursor production, the use of
an alternative, for example, biobased precursor materials such as lignin, also offers the
possibility of reducing emissions [41]. However, these are not considered in this study.

The further processing of the precursor into carbon fibres is currently associated
with high GHG emissions due to the high energy demands in the order of 32 MJ [14] to
125 MJ [15] of electrical and 98 MJ [62] to 178 MJ [63] of thermal energy per kilogram carbon
fibre. In addition, there are influences from necessary consumables, such as electrolytes for
coating and nitrogen for carbonisation [14], so that future scenarios must also be considered
for these process steps. Current GWP data for carbon fibres in the literature often assume
region-specific average values for the GHG intensity of the electricity mix and the use
of natural gas for heat [14], e.g., for Europe, as is the case for 2020 in this study. In the
future, the GWP could be reduced by switching to renewable energy sources such as biogas
for thermal and hydropower for electricity [43]. Additional GHG-savings potentials are
possible through the electrification of thermal energy supply, energy efficiency measures
and the use of more energy-efficient-processing technologies, e.g., for heating [73]. For
example, Hermansson et al. [41] investigate the electricity-based conversion of precursor
to carbon fibre on the basis of microwave heating, indicating an energy saving potential
of more than 90%. In this study, an average reduction in energy demand of 50% for the
process steps stabilisation, carbonisation and surface treatment is assumed by 2050. In
addition, a complete electrification of the processes and the use of electricity from 100%
renewable energies by 2040 is supposed. Compared to the baseline value in 2020, precursor
utilisation in the carbon fibre production is expected to increase from 50% to 60% by 2050,
based on Dér [16]. Together with the described scenario for precursor production, this
results in the projection of carbon fibre production up to the year 2050 shown in Figure 8.

The main impact within the foreground production processes for aluminium and
steel manufacturing, including blanking, cold-forming, extrusion, welding, heat treatment
and sandblasting, results from the demand of electrical energy. These processes have been
established in the automotive industry for many years. For the future projection of these
processes, it was therefore assumed that no radical changes or innovations will take place.
However, an annual decrease in energy consumption by 1% through energy efficiency
measures is assumed. For the aluminium ingot-casting process, the hot-forming process
and the coating process, natural gas serves as the main energy source for heating. To assess
future potentials for these processes, a full electrification of all three processes by 2030
is assumed.

In the context of aluminium ingot remelting and subsequent casting, heating processes
utilising natural gas are conventionally employed [61]. However, aluminium melting with
electrical energy is also possible, for example, with electric resistance furnaces [11]. A
comparable transition could be made for hot-forming processes, for which natural-gas-
fired roller hearth furnaces are typically used for heating the blanks [35]. Electrical or
hybrid heating of roller hearth furnaces is also possible [35]. Furthermore, alternative
heating technologies such as inductive heating are currently developed [34]. Concepts
for the electrification of relevant coating process steps are also under development [79].
As the amount of electricity needed to substitute natural gas during the heating process
depends on the technology employed, and detailed information is currently unavailable,
it is assumed that one MJ of natural gas is substituted by one MJ of electricity for each
technology. Given that electrical heating can lead to higher efficiencies compared to natural
gas usage [80], this can be regarded as a conservative approach.

Besides energy consumption, the material efficiency of the production processes has
a major impact on the GWP of the product. The sustainable development scenario of
IEA expects that the total consumption of steel can be reduced by around 13% due to
increased yields in manufacturing processes [37]. Therefore, a linear reduction in the
required amount of steel by 13% is considered for the steel and the hybrid design until 2050.
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For the aluminium design, a linear increase in the material yield by 10% for the extrusion
process is assumed until 2050. However, the effect is comparably low since the material
from extrusion is nevertheless directly reused for the casting process.

Similar to the foreground processes of aluminium and steel processing, the climate
impact of the further processes for CFRP and FML-hybrid manufacturing result from
indirect emissions due to electrical energy demands. Stiller [65] as well as Suzuki and
Takahashi [66] published energy demand data of the fibre fabric and thermoset prepreg
production. The energy demand values given therein for carbon fibre fabric production
(0.19 MJ/m2) and prepreg production (40 MJ/kg prepreg) serve as a baseline for 2020 in
this study. Since approximately 90% of the energy demand is attributable to the storage
and climatization of the prepreg materials, it can be assumed that the energy demand can
be reduced by optimised logistics processes, resulting in reduced storage times. In this
study, a linear reduction in energy demand of 50% is assumed by 2050. The same applies
to the two-dimensional cutting of the prepreg, the basic energy requirement of which is
based on an average value of the data provided by Witik et al. [67] and Nothdurft [68].

The climate impact of the combined forming and curing process is entirely due to
indirect emissions from electricity. The electrical energy demand is generated by the
temperature control of the forming die and by the hydraulic press, which were measured in
laboratory tests. A significant influence for the electrical energy demand arises from the fact
that the hydraulic press runs under load for the entire curing time of the component in the
mould (8 min for the prepreg material used). This can be considered a worst-case scenario,
since there are press concepts where the energy demand in this operating phase can be
reduced by a suitable control. The use of faster curing matrix systems would therefore
reduce the energy demand. In addition, energy-saving measures by using more energy-
efficient presses and mould heaters are conceivable. In the scenario considered for the
combined forming and curing process, it is assumed that the curing time of the prepreg
can be reduced to three minutes [81] and the energy demand can be reduced by a further
50% through additional energy efficiency measures. Moreover, based on the data provided
by Hohmann [14], an increase in material efficiency from 92% to 96% is assumed through
the optimisation of the manufacturing processes.

4.2.2. Scenario Evaluation (II-b)

For the scenario evaluation, the projections described above were implemented in the
LCA model for all three CMS design variants. The results were analysed for the years 2030,
2040 and 2050 in comparison to the baseline year 2020. Figure 9 shows the results for the life
cycle stages material production and component production (cradle-to-gate perspective).
For each year of consideration, the emissions are broken down by the material production
and part production. The figure also shows the relative GWP reduction achieved compared
to the reference year 2020.

Compared to 2020, a 25% and 24% reduction in GWP is achievable for the aluminium
and hybrid designs in 2030, respectively. For the steel design, a GWP reduction of 14% is
possible. Both the improvements in material production and the changes in the production
processes contribute to this decrease. Material production accounts for 84 to 87% of absolute
reductions, depending on the design variant. This trend continues for the years 2040 and
2050. By 2050, under the assumed future projections, GWP reductions of 78% for the
aluminium, 90% for the steel and 95% for the hybrid variant are possible. These potentials
result in the highest GHG emissions for the production of the aluminium variant and the
lowest for the production of the hybrid variant in 2050. Under these conditions, the GWP
from the production processes are close to zero and may even result in negative GHG
emissions due to negative emissions from electricity generation.
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Figure 9. GWP of the three design alternatives, including material and part production in 2030 (a),
2040 (b) and 2050 (c) compared to the reference year 2020.

For the years 2030 and 2040, the use-stage emissions must be considered to allow
decision making between the different design alternatives. Figure 10 shows the results of
the prospective LCA for the three CMS design alternatives, divided into the production
stage (left) and the use stage of a BEV over a lifetime of 200,000 km (right). For the use
stage, a linear increase in emissions in the use stage is shown in order to highlight possible
break-even points between the different designs. The electricity mix is assumed to be
constant over the use stage according to the mentioned electricity scenario (Figure 7).
For 2030, the slightly higher emissions from the production of the aluminium design are
compensated over a lifetime and lead to the lowest emissions after 200,000 km of use
compared to the steel and hybrid designs. The break-even point between the aluminium
and the steel designs is after 36,000 km and between the aluminium and the hybrid designs
is after 42,000 km. The production and use of the hybrid design emits slightly lower GHGs
compared to the steel design. Considering the production and use stage, the lowest GWP
value is 32 kg CO2 eq. for the aluminium variant, followed by 37 kg CO2 eq. for the hybrid
and 39 kg CO2 eq. for the steel design. For 2040, the higher GWP from the aluminium
variant production can still be compensated over a lifetime compared to the steel design
(break-even at 83,000 km) and the hybrid design (break-even at 147,000 km). Considering
the production and use stages, the lowest GWP value is 18 kg CO2 eq. for the aluminium
variant, followed by 19 kg CO2 eq. for the hybrid and 20 kg CO2 eq. for the steel design.
However, the results are very close to each other, which makes a clear decision difficult. To
test the robustness of the decision, we have performed a sensitivity analysis for the year
2040 by changing the ERV as one decisive parameter for the effect of lightweight design
in the use phase. Varying the ERV by +20% and −20% shows a shift of the break-even
points. For example, the break-even point between steel and aluminium is 25 km later
when a 20% lower ERV is applied. However, the advantageousness of the aluminium
design over the entire life cycle remains unchanged. Only a 26% lower ERV leads to a
change in the decision from aluminium design to hybrid design. For the year 2050, when
emissions from the electricity grid mix are negative according to the described scenario,
accounting for the use stage leads to negative emissions and thus not meaningful results,
since a higher energy demand is associated with lower GHG emissions. Assuming that
the GHG emissions of electricity generation and, subsequently, the GWP of the use phase
are zero in 2050, the most favourable design can then be determined solely based on the
emissions from the production stage (compare Figure 9c). With 1.5 kg CO2 eq., the hybrid
variant has the lowest emissions, followed by 2.5 kg CO2 eq. for the steel variant and 7 kg
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CO2 eq. for the aluminium design. This result shows that a shift in the climate-optimal
design is possible by 2050 and the hybrid design can become the one with the lowest GWP
under the considered scenario.
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4.3. Implications for Product Development (III)

In the analysed CMS case study, the aluminium design shows the lowest life cycle
GHG emissions in 2020 and 2030 due to the high weight reduction compared to the other
designs and the resulting reduced GHG emissions in the use stage. However, from 2040
onwards, the hybrid design is nearly comparable to the aluminium design in terms of life
cycle GWP and would lead to significantly reduced emissions until 2050, as the GWP of the
production stage of the hybrid design can be reduced further between 2040 and 2050. For
near-term design decisions, the aluminium design is therefore favourable. From the current
perspective and under the shown projections, a change towards a steel-CFRP hybrid design
of the considered CMS would be favourable after 2040. An increase in the proportion
of the hybrid material in the CMS could also offer the potential to further reduce the
GWP of the hybrid variant from 2040 onwards. It is also shown that, despite an increased
GWP in the production stage, the use of lightweight materials can lead to lower climate-
change impacts over the life cycle even for electricity mixes with very low GHG intensity
in the use stage. The prerequisite for this is the implementation of suitable measures to
reduce the GWP in the production stage, such as the use of sustainably produced raw
materials, efficient production processes, and renewable energy sources in accordance with
the scenarios developed.

5. Conclusions and Discussion

This paper provides the methodological foundation for the integration of pLCA in
the development process for automotive components. Previous approaches to pLCA of
lightweight structures, such as those of Hermansson et al. [41], Dér et al. [44], Morimoto
et al. [51] and Koroma et al. [52], are extended by taking into account not only individual
and partly subjectively selected influencing parameters, but all parameters which are sys-
tematically identified as relevant. For this purpose, a systematic procedure is provided.
The methodological foundation can support LCA practitioners in conducting pLCA studies
of lightweight structures and enables improved decision-making in product development.
Including a prospective view on the environmental impacts of different design alternatives
increases the confidence in essential decisions in product and strategy development. The
case study of a lightweight structure demonstrates the practical applicability of the method-
ological foundation. It provides a direction for future developments of vehicle lightweight
components and their influencing parameters.
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The analysed case study shows significant potentials to reduce the GWP of all three
component design variants which is consistent with pLCA results on a full vehicle level
as shown by Morimoto et al. [51] and Koroma et al. [52], as well as on component level as
shown by Hermansson et al. [41]. The identification of key factors and the development of
their future projections have revealed the importance of energy demand as well as energy
and material supply over the entire life cycle for reducing the GWP of the products under
study. In line with other publications, our results show the particular importance of the
decarbonisation of background factors such as the electricity grid mix [47,51,52] and the
material production [41,51,52] for the decarbonisation of the whole product system. In line
with Dér et al. [44], the decarbonisation of the foreground system factors results in a lower
potential for reducing the life cycle GHG emissions of the lightweight product. In terms of
decision-making, it was shown that the proposed aluminium design is favourable even if it
is produced until 2030 and used until 2040. The example has also shown that hybrid steel–
CFRP parts can lead to reduced GHG emissions in future cars, and further developments in
this field are therefore reasonable if ecological aspects are taken into account. These findings
are, of course, specific for the analysed case study and can differ from findings for other
components, designs and system boundaries. We have shown that deviations in the ERV
can significantly influence the result of the study. To increase the confidence of the results,
a consistent sensitivity analysis of all parameters would be of additional value for the
methodology and should be part of future research. Furthermore, other parameters such
as the length of the use stage or the type of operation can significantly change the results
as shown by Dér et al. [44]. Further research should also focus on broadening the results
by implementing further elements such as the end-of-life stage or the usage of secondary
materials in the considered scenarios. Other calculation approaches for the end-of-life stage,
which, for example, also take into account the recyclability of materials, could change the
result especially for the hybrid variant [82]. The influence of using secondary materials as
presented by Morimoto et al. [51] and other circular economy approaches could also be
investigated to show further decarbonisation potentials.

In addition to being used in decision-making, the pLCA results provide search fields
for further innovations and developments. This is due to the fact that the shown projections
only provide theoretical potentials for GHG emission reduction. The technologies that
make these reductions possible are however still under development. The electrification of
the hot-forming process, for example, has not yet been widely used in Europe as heating
with natural gas is more cost efficient [83]. Thus, the development of technologies that
allow an attractive electrification of hot-forming processes from an economic perspective is
needed. For the coating process, the technical realisation of a full electrification has also not
been realised until now and must be developed to lift the shown potentials. Regarding the
scenarios considered for CFRP production, it must be especially taken into account that
these are still in the development phase, so that it cannot be assumed with certainty that the
potential described can be exploited at all, and especially not in the short term. Since the
data basis is very limited, it should be noted that both the baseline values and the future
scenarios are associated with a high degree of uncertainty. This applies in particular to the
biobased production of the precursor material [73]. Nearly all the projections described also
assume that the necessary infrastructural measures are taken to have sufficient renewable
energy available. This assumption regarding energy systems is also associated with a high
degree of uncertainty, as the future development of these depends on numerous factors
and can vary considerably across regions.

One general limitation to consider is that even if GHG emissions are becoming an
additional design criterion, decisions in the automotive industry are often predominantly
made based on costs [84]. High material and additional processing efforts can result in
significantly higher costs for aluminium and even more for hybrid designs compared
to steel, especially in the case of large production volumes [85]. To address this, the
development of processes with reduced cycle times, as discussed in the projections for
the forming and curing of the hybrid beam, is a potential measure to reduce additional
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costs and should be further developed. Even though GWP is currently the most prominent
impact category in the automotive practice, further impact categories, such as resource
depletion or water consumption, may become increasingly important for decision-making
in the future.

Although this paper provides the methodological foundationfor integrating pLCA
into the LCE procedure, there is a need for future expansion both in terms of the scenarios
considered and the methodology developed. Thus, until now, only best-case scenarios of
the parameters identified as relevant are considered. Less optimistic, but quite realistic
scenarios are excluded. However, as proposed by Arvidsson et al. [32], several extreme
scenarios or scenario ranges should be considered when the future is difficult to predict.
If further projections are also taken into account for all parameters, this results in a sig-
nificantly larger space of projections and possible combinations, which are not always
consistent with each other [86]. To deal with this increased complexity, an extension of
the presented methodology is needed, which allows a more comprehensive evaluation
of dependencies and interactions between the parameter projections to obtain consistent
scenarios for the pLCA.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Assumptions for the scenario development of the foreground system.

Key Factor Assumptions

Hot-forming process

• Heating processes are electrified from 2020, reaching 100% electrification by 2030
(linear substitution of natural gas consumption by electricity; 1 kWh of natural gas is
compensated by 1 kWh of electricity)

• Through continuous improvements, the energy consumption of all forms of energy
is reduced linearly with a 1% reduction per year as a conservative assumption

Coating
(cathodic dip coating)

• Assumptions identical to those of the key factor “Hot-forming process”

Aluminium Casting and Extrusion • Assumptions identical to those of the key factor “Hot-forming process”

Other processes: Welding, Surface
Treatment, Forming and Machining

• Through continuous improvements, the electrical energy consumption is reduced
linearly with a 1% reduction per year as a conservative assumption

Hybrid forming and curing process

• Based on industry specification data for fast-curing prepregs [81], the energy
consumption can be reduced by using a fast-curing matrix material. This technology
change enables the curing time to be reduced to three minutes from 2030 onwards

• In addition, from 2020, a linear reduction in the electrical energy demand by 50%
until 2050 is assumed. Based on expert evaluations, this can be achieved by using
more efficient press technologies and mould-heating methods
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Table A1. Cont.

Key Factor Assumptions

Prepreg production and cutting
• From 2020, storage, climate control, production and processing steps of thermoset

CFRP prepregs can be optimised, so that the energy demand can be reduced by 50%
until 2050 (linear reduction). The value is based on the assumption of process experts

Material efficiency in
Production processes

• Material efficiency is increased according to theoretical potentials from the literature.
The amount is reduced linearly starting in 2020 and reaching the full theoretical
potential in 2050

• Steel: Based on the sustainable development scenario of IEA, the total consumption
of steel can be reduced by around 13% due to increased yields in manufacturing
processes [37]

• Aluminium: Based on data from the Global Aluminium Cycle 2021 [87], the material
yield of the aluminium extrusion production can be improved by 10%

• CFRP Prepreg: Based on data from Hohmann [14], offcuts can be reduced from
8% to 4%

• Based on Hohmann [14] and Dér et al. [16], the material yield for the conversion of
PAN precursor to carbon fibre can be increased from 50% to 60%

Table A2. Assumptions for the scenario development of the background system.

Key Factor Assumptions

Electricity generation

• The data for electricity generation are based on the SSP2 “Middle-of-the-Road”
socio-economic pathway with a prospective scenario that complies with the climate
change mitigation target RCP 2.6 corresponding to a global atmospheric temperature
increase by 2100 with respect to pre-industrial levels of below 2 ◦C

• According to this scenario, the GWP of electricity generation in Europe is reduced
significantly between 2020 and 2050 through the expansion of renewable energy
generation and the introduction of carbon capture technologies

Steel production

• Based on the Net-Zero Steel Project (NZS) scenario [38], the GWP of steel coil production
is reduced significantly between 2020 and 2050, reaching a reduction of 89% until 2050

• The scenario introduces decarbonisation pathways by implementing higher shares of
secondary steel production, hydrogen-based DRI-EAF and CCUS technologies

• Upstream emissions for ore mining are considered by adding a constant value based on
historical data shown in Wang et al. [72]

• Downstream emissions from finishing processes (e.g., rolling) are considered by adding
a constant finishing factor based on World Steel data [60]

• Emissions from energy supply are calculated separately with data from the background
database, ecoinvent. Energy consumption is based on the given NZS Scenario

Primary aluminium production

• Based on the European Aluminium (EA) Vision 2050 scenario [39], the GWP of primary
aluminium production is reduced significantly between 2020 and 2050. The reductions
are caused through the decarbonisation of the power sector and the introduction of
smelting technologies that reduce direct emissions

• Until 2050, 23% of the primary aluminium production will avoid direct emissions
through the introduction of carbon capture and inert anode technologies

• The EA scenario only considers emissions from the aluminium-smelting process. Thus,
further upstream emissions from mining, refining and anode production are calculated
based on the 1.5 degrees aligned scenario from IAI [40]
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Table A2. Cont.

Key Factor Assumptions

Epoxy matrix production

• Based on data provided by Hohmann [73], the combined use of renewable energy
sources, PtX technologies and biobased raw materials in epoxy production can lead to a
reduction in the GWP per kilogram epoxy matrix by 78%

• This potential can be fully exploited by 2050, with the technologies being integrated
mainly between 2030 and 2040

PAN precursor production

• Based on data provided by Hohmann [43,73], the combined use of renewable energy
sources, PtX and CCU technologies as well as biobased ACN in the precursor
production route can lead to a negative GWP per kg PAN precursor

• Assuming a gradual transition process, this potential can be fully exploited by 2050

Carbon fibre production

• Based on the inventory data provided by Hohmann [14], Dér et al. [16], Das [62] and
Arnold et al. [15], the GWP for the conversion process from PAN fibres to carbon fibres
can be significantly reduced through the electrification of heating processes, use of
renewable energy sources and energy efficiency measures

• Heating processes are electrified from 2020, reaching 100% electrification by 2040 (linear
substitution of natural gas consumption by electricity; 1 kWh of natural gas is
compensated by 1 kWh of electricity)

• By 2040, a 100% transition to renewable energy sources is expected to be achieved
• Through efficiency measures and technological innovations, the total energy demand

can be reduced by 50% until 2050. This value is based on energy efficiency potentials
provided by Hermansson et al. [41]
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